
 



 

A Report on “Social Survey”   

Conducted On 27-04-2022 at Pedapalem 

Objective: 

  The objective of the "Social Survey" conducted on 27-04-2022 at Pedapalem was 

to gather comprehensive data on social issues, community needs, and demographic information 

to inform future development initiatives and community outreach programs effectively. The 

survey aimed to understand the current challenges faced by the community and identify areas 

where NSS efforts could make a meaningful impact. 

Description: 

  The NSS team conducted a comprehensive survey in the village, gathering data 

from approximately 100-120 households. The villagers warmly welcomed our initiative, and 

through structured data collection using a Google form, we identified key issues such as medical 

emergencies, road conditions, and drainage problems. This effort aimed to understand 

community needs and reassure villagers that NSS is committed to addressing their concerns and 

improving village infrastructure. 

Outcome: 

  As a result of the survey, the NSS team identified critical issues like medical 

emergencies, road conditions, and drainage problems affecting the village. This data will guide 

future initiatives to address these challenges and improve community welfare. 

Impact on Society: 

  The social survey conducted by the NSS team in Pedapalem village provided 

valuable insights into community needs, fostering hope, and laying the groundwork for targeted 

interventions to improve infrastructure and healthcare access. This initiative demonstrated 

proactive engagement and commitment to addressing local challenges, enhancing community 

trust and collaboration. 

Details of the Event: 

Date of the Event  : 27.04.22 

Name of the Event  : Social Survey 

 Venue    : Pedapalem 

No. of Participants  : Students: 93, Staff: 4 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



Event Photos: 

   
 

               Students conducting social survey at pedapalem village on 27/04/22 
 

           KLEF staff talking images of Drains and conducting survey in village on 27/04/22 

 

The villagers, representing a cross-section of the community, listen attentively to the student's words. 

Some lean against the tree's gnarled trunk, while others sit on worn-out wooden benches, each person 

holding a story and a unique perspective. Their expressions vary from curiosity to interest, and a sense 

of unity permeates the air. 



 



 



 


